determined to reduce transmissivity of the aquifer
materials for that zone by a factor of 20—from
80,000 to 4,000 (gal/d)/ft.
Approximation of Recharge and Discharge

The physical characteristics of recharge to and
discharge from the aquifer system are described in
detail in earlier sections of this report, specifically in
the sections entitled “Surface-Water System” and
“Ground-Water Budget.” The following discussion
describes only the approximations of ground-water
recharge and discharge that were made in order to
simulate these processes in the ground-water flow
model. The type of boundary condition and method of
approximation for each recharge and discharge component are given in table 13. Annual values for each component for water years 1963–88 are given in table 11,
along with the derivation of the value (measured, estimated, or calculated by the model). The areal distribution of each recharge or discharge component in the

model and the average values for each model cell for
water years 1970–84 are shown on plate 3 (in pocket).
Well package.—Most of the recharge and
discharge components were simulated using the well
package of McDonald and Harbaugh (1988, p. 8–1).
This package simulates extraction of a defined quantity
of water from a specific cell in the ground-water flow
model. Annual estimates for several recharge and
discharge components (table 13) were combined in a
pre-processing program, and the net result was used as
input for the well package. In most areas of the model,
only a few values in the well package represent actual
discharge from wells (pl. 3F). Estimated flux for
individual items, such as for a stream or an area of
ground-water recharge, was distributed uniformly to all
model cells related to that item. For example, recharge
for a specific stream was the same for each model cell
along its length. The individual items are listed in table
11. A few components (precipitation, spillways, and
underflow) were assumed to have a virtually constant
recharge or discharge rate from one year to another,
and were simulated with a constant value for water

Table 13. Recharge and discharge approximations for the ground-water flow model of the aquifer system of the Owens Valley, California
[Type of boundary condition: Franke and others (1987). Ground-water flow model approximation: McDonald and Harbaugh (1988). Recharge and discharge
components defined in text. Temporal variation in stress: A, annually varying rate; C, constant rate; C, constant rate for several years]
Temporal
Ground-water flow model
Type of boundary condition
Recharge (R) or discharge (D) component
variation
approximation
in stress

Specified flux............................ Well package............................ Precipitation (R) .................................................................
Spillgate releases (R)..........................................................
Underflow (R,D).................................................................
Canals and ditches (R)........................................................
Irrigation (R).......................................................................
Watering of livestock (R)....................................................
Tributary streams (R)..........................................................
Miscellaneous water use (R) ..............................................
Mountain-front runoff (R) ..................................................
Pumpage (D).......................................................................
Runoff from bedrock within the valley (R) ........................

C
C
C
C
C
C
A
A
A
A
A

Head-dependent flux ................ River package........................... Lakes (R,D) ........................................................................
Lower Owens River (R,D)..................................................
River–aqueduct system (R,D).............................................
Sewage ponds (R,D) ...........................................................
Tinemaha Reservoir (R,D)..................................................

A
A
A
A
A

Head-dependent flux ................ Evapotranspiration package ..... Evapotranspiration (D) .......................................................

A

Head-dependent flux ................ Drain package .......................... Springs and seeps (D).........................................................

A
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